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LUNCH/DINNER OPTIONS 
RESTAURANT BOSFOR / MOSCOW

Named after the famous strait in Istanbul, the Bosphorus (Bosfor) Restaurant opened its doors on Arbat Street in 1997. It

was the first Turkish restaurant in Russia. For more than 20 years, here come those who value Turkish culture, oriental

hospitality and unrivaled Turkish dishes.

The restaurant consists of two rooms decorated in a classic European style with notes of oriental flavor. In the summer

season, you can spend time on a quiet veranda overlooking the Arbat and enjoy the warmth of the sun. Every Sunday from

09.00 to 15.00 hours, the Bosphorus Restaurant invites guests to a brunch.

CAPACITY: 140 Seats

MR. LIVANETS RESTAURANT / MOSCOW

The most attractive in the restaurant “Mr. Lebanese "in Glinischevsky lane that the kitchen is headed by a Lebanese - Mr.

Basem Zain, so that you can safely vouch for the authenticity of the specialties served here. In addition, Mr. Zain does not

just cook Lebanese cuisine dishes, but those whose recipes were handed down in his family from generation to

generation, and which his grandmother taught him. Therefore, the food here is not only authentic, but also spiritual. The

menu includes classic dishes from charcoal grilled lamb kebabs to tasty shawarmas. Preparing his own cheese, pickles,

sauces and bread, Zain uses all local ingredients, bar the rose water, which he brings from home.

RESTAURANT SULTAN / MOSCOW

The restaurant is decorated in the spirit of oriental luxury. Wooden carved partitions and decorative columns, decorated

with intricate ornaments, divide the restaurant’s premises into three halls: Arabic, European and eclectic-oriental. For a

business lunch, a European or Oriental hall is more suitable, but if you want to feel like Lawrence of Arabia, choose Arabic.

There, sitting on soft sofas among the weapons hanging on the walls, be sure to try Kibi Nai from raw lamb, wheat grains,

onions, and oriental spices. In this atmosphere, the traditional Tabuli salad of finely chopped parsley with fresh tomatoes,

green onions, mint and boiled wheat and homemade white pea hommus, called chickpeas, with lamb acquire a special

flavor.
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RESTAURANT PRYNOSTI I RADOSTI / ST. PETERSBURG

This is a specific restaurant located on Moskovsky Prospect. Here, two seemingly fundamentally different directions are

harmoniously combined - European and Caucasian cuisine. Being popular among residents of the northern capital, dishes

of Europe and the Caucasus are widely known to many and many people know the taste. This restaurant gives a wider

view, including the menu’s lesser-known dishes from the Georgian region of Megrelia, as well as offering a curious

assortment of European dishes, combining unusual ingredients.

CHECHIL RESTAURANT / ST. PETERSBURG

The cuisine is all-round Georgian, encompassing the country’s diverse regions. Khashlama from Kakhetia with golden

broth and Adjari-style zucchini, Megreli-style Khachapuri and Rachin-style pork ribs. A soup with Borjomi gives you

summer-like refreshment, supplemented by matzoni and pink radish. Tsitsila-chicken is baked whole in Svan oven – and

served in one piece too. For breakfast, Kveli made of Nadugi cheese would be an ideal choice. National identity starts at

the porch – from passionate Georgian shepherds painted on the pictures. Real greens under the ceiling, macramé-

lampshades, cozy bookshelves hiding behind curtains of private cubicles. Copper utensils shine above the open kitchen,

side by side with vials of pickled vegetables – a delicious treat

RESTAURANT MAMALIGA / ST. PETERSBURG

The restaurant’s gastronomic ideology is about introducing its guests to the distinctive and the incredibly delicious

Caucasian cuisine. Georgian, Imeretian, Armenian, Gurian, Megrel, Svan and Adzharia culinary traditions coexist in

harmony at the Mamaliga restaurant. For the people of the south, Mamaliga it's not just a corn porridge. It means dinners

with family, noisy feasts and traditional hospitality. Thus, the Mamaliga restaurants have accumulated the Ginza Project’s

love for comfort, delicious food and the traditions of Oriental cuisine.
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RESTAURANT NAVRUZ / ST. PETERSBURG

Here you will plunge into the atmosphere of a classic Uzbek living room, the luxurious interior of which is made by the

hands of honored masters of the Republic of Uzbekistan. Our restaurant is suitable for any occasion and occasion. You can

retire to a small company on the balcony, celebrate a noisy and cheerful celebration in the banquet hall, spend an evening

by candlelight with live music and dancing in the main hall of the restaurant and just enjoy the taste of our dishes and the

unique aura of the ancient emir palaces of Central Asia at any time of the day.

CAPACITY: 60 Seats

RESTAURANT BAKU ST. PETERSBURG

The large three-story restaurant “Baku” is located on the corner of Sadovaya and Italianskaya Streets. The name speaks

for itself: “Baku” is a piece of the hospitable Azerbaijani capital with an impressive oriental menu and oriental hospitality in

the very center of St. Petersburg. Restaurant prepares dishes of Caucasian, Azerbaijani, Uzbek and Turkish cuisine,

including halal. We have a barbecue and a tandoor, as well as all the equipment to prepare large show dishes for events,

for example, a whole lamb. Six types of khachapuri, four varieties of saj, three varieties of pilaf, dozens of types of

barbecue and kebabs - our guests will find a dish to their taste. After hearty meals, we serve authentic oriental sweets

from our own patisserie.

The interior of Baku is eastern, but each floor is made in its own color scheme - bright or pastel. On the walls there is a

stucco molding decorated with mirror elements and handmade painting. Carved windows, national rugs and vases, soft

pillows and colored stained-glass windows create an oriental flavor.

Restaurant Baku has a cozy atmosphere, spacious halls with 320 seats, a hookah room and a VIP room with 25 seats.

The restaurant’s menu fully reflects all the richness of Azerbaijani, European, Russian and Oriental cuisines.
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RESTAURANT KHOCHU KHARCHO / ST. PETERSBURG

Western Georgia is famous for culinary traditions. The Khochu Kharcho restaurant’s menu includes all the juicy Megrel

dishes - Khachapuri with traditional Suluguni cheese filling, delicious Chakhokhbili and, of course, the nourishing Kharcho

soup.

Brand-Chef and the soul of the entire restaurant group Iso Dzandzava knows all the secrets of Megrelian cooks. Just like

people do in her home country, she puts Kharcho into a hazelnut and brings the special Adjika sauce back from Georgia,

whenever she travels home.

The cozy interior of the Khochu Kharcho restaurant invites to leisure meetings and soulful conversations. Two floors and a

summer terrace can accommodate 300 people, but the feeling of a close get-together is created by well-planned zoning of

the restaurant space.

CAPACITY: 300 Seats

RESTAURANT BAKLAZHAN / ST. PETERSBURG

Real oriental cuisine. With the opening of the restaurant of Caucasian and Uzbek cuisine from Ginza Project, the exquisite

culinary East becomes closer. “Baklazhan” in the new TRK “Gallery” on Ligovsky is a perfectly balanced Caucasian-Uzbek

gourmet mix. Light and unusual vegetable snacks - including eggplant, of course! An impressive variety of barbecue, which

is prepared with knowledge of the matter and always on the open barbecue. Conducted by a team of extra-class chefs,

who collected the best recipes of dishes-kings of the Caucasus and Central Asia.

CAPACITY: 270 Seats
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